
Robert Smith
Freelance Hairstylist

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

A talented and determined Freelance Hairstylist, skilled at balancing customer needs and 
company demands. Effectively builds loyal and long- term relationships with customers and 
businesses while achieving all individual and company goals. Able to multitask using multiple 
computer programs, answering telephone calls and ensuring customer satisfaction. Familiar with 
multiple POS systems, as well as numerous computer programs. Excellent people person with 
over a decade of customer service experience.

SKILLS

Precision And Creative Haircutting Basic, Block, Dimensional, Creative Color, Highlights & Foil 
Work Eyebrow Waxing & Facials Creative Makeup Perms & Relaxers

WORK EXPERIENCE

Freelance Hairstylist
ABC Corporation  November 2011 – July 2013 
 Maintained a consistent relationship with clients base in order to ensure return clients 

accomplishments I brought energy and great customer service.
 Emphasized products benefits and assisted clients in the selection of retail products or service

for hair care needs.
 Maintained a consistent relationship with clients base in order to ensure return clients.
 Shaped eyebrows and remove facial hair, using a depilatory cream, tweezers, electrolysis or 

wax.
 Responsible for scheduling appointments, taking payment for services and ordering our 

supplies needed for the salon to run properly.
 Recommended the product based on problems the client is having with his or her hair or 

scalp.
 Demonstrated and sold hair care products according to the desired end result.

Hair Stylist/Owner
ABC Corporation  May 2007 – December 2009 
 Answered store phone in a professional manner and schedules appointments while exhibiting 

exceptional communication skills.
 Promptly greeted customers and completes their transactions at the cash wrap.
 Provided admirable customer service while also up-selling hair-care products.
 Successfully worked in a fast paced environment, sometimes under extreme pressure.
 Promptly greeted customers and completed their transactions at the cash wrap.
 Trained in diversity understanding and tolerance for improved customer service.
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your current role.

EDUCATION

BA in Apparel Desgn Textiles And Merchandising, Minor in Entrepreneurship - 2004(Washington 
State University - Pullman, WA)Associates in Apparel Design Merchandising And Textiles - 
2002(Colorado State University - Fort Collins, CO)Diploma - 2001(Holly Springs High School)
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